Dot to Dot

Join the dots from 'A' to 'Z' in a sequence to find a bird, whose name ends with the 'k' sound and colour the picture. Fill in the blanks to name the bird.

The bird is a  D _ c _.
Animals and Their Habitats

Observe the given pictures. Match the animals with their habitats by drawing lines.

Learning Outcome: Associates the given animals with their habitats
Puzzle

Choose a word from the word box to solve each clue. Write the answers in the puzzle.

Calf, Cub, Fawn, Foal, Joey

Across
2. Baby kangaroo
3. Baby whale

Down
1. Baby horse
3. Baby bear
4. Baby deer
What's the letter?

Say the names of the given objects aloud. Write the correct beginning letter for the given object. (One has been done for you)

- L
- [Lock]
- [Ring]
- [Mushroom]
- [Penguin]
- [Cow]
- [Octopus]
Maze of Clouds

Help the aeroplane reach the airport by joining the words ending with ‘ll’.

leg
hill
bill
fill
pill
gate
pan
top
nil
bin
mill
sill

Learning Outcome: Develops keen sense of observation and recognises new words
Ordering

Write the names of the animals in alphabetical order.

Caterpillar

Antelope

Elephant   Horse   Bear

Learning Outcome: Recalls alphabetical order and arranges the given words accordingly.